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I am writing independent reviews for each book Some books in this series I loved than
others Notwithstanding this, I would have to say The Dark Tower series is my favorite of all
of Kings work. After finishing this long series, I would say it was definitely worth the time It
was original and had a different feel from most of Stephen King s work especially the first
four books While I feel that portions could have been tightened up and some all together
abandoned and reworked, I still feel that this was a great adult adventure story revolving
around good and evil and the human condition I also have to give King kudos for his
willingness to really go outside of general fantasy and stretch the boundaries by writing a
hybrid genre series fantasy, science fiction, horror, romance, western, apocalyptic In this
case, the whole was greater than the sum of its parts.Now a brief overview and ranking of
the books The Gunslinger A strong start for an epic tale Solid fantasy writing in this one
Favorite character Roland Most Hated The Man in Black Walter O Dim I rank it 4th of all 8
The Drawing of the Three An unexpected continuation to the Gunslinger s story Fantasy
begins to meld with science fiction You can see Stephen King s usual style in this novel so
than the first one Favorite new character Eddie Most Hated Tie between lobstrosities and
Jack Mort I rank it 7th of all 8 The Waste Lands Momentum begins to really occur Mid
World comes alive before you This book really showcases the pilgrims on the journey
Favorite new character Oy Most hated Blaine I rank it 3rd of all 8.Wizard and Glass In my
opinion, the best book of the entire series Not a lot of forward movement towards the Dark
Tower, but one heck of a backstory Roland tells the story of his past in great detail Favorite
new character Cuthbert Most hated Rhea of the Coos I rank it 1st of all 8.Wolves of Calla
Great story exemplifying what Gunslingers are all about Build up to the big shoot out
Interesting new developments boil over Favorite new character Rosalita Munoz Most hated
Andy the robot I rank it 5th of all 8 Song of Susannah This story really begins to offer a lot of
explanations Some of the explanations were not to my liking This was the weakest book of
the series in my opinion Favorite new character Nigel the robot Most hated Mordred I rank it
8th of all 8 The Dark Tower The epic ending to the entire series This book does not
disappoint with a ton of action and finally reaching the fabled destination It wouldn t be dark
though without a couple deaths Favorite new character Bill the robot Most hated Tie
between Dandelo and the Crimson King I rank it 6th of all 8.The Wind Through the Keyhole

It was written after the series was completed and actually functions as book 4.5 A great
story within a story within a story It had a nice fairy tale quality Not for those who just want
forward momentum on the tower tale Favorite new character Tim Ross Most hated The
Covenant Man I rank it 2nd best out of 8. DOWNLOAD E-PUB ? The Dark Tower Series
Collection: The Gunslinger, The Drawing of the Three, The Waste Lands, Wizard and
Glass, Wolves of the Calla, Song of Susannah, The Dark Tower ? Amazing E Book, The
Dark Tower Series Collection The Gunslinger, The Drawing Of The Three, The Waste
Lands, Wizard And Glass, Wolves Of The Calla, Song Of Susannah, The Dark Tower By
Stephen King This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main Topic To Read, The Readers Are
Very Takjup And Always Take Inspiration From The Contents Of The Book The Dark Tower
Series Collection The Gunslinger, The Drawing Of The Three, The Waste Lands, Wizard
And Glass, Wolves Of The Calla, Song Of Susannah, The Dark Tower, Essay By Stephen
King Is Now On Our Website And You Can Download It By Register What Are You Waiting
For Please Read And Make A Refission For You The first book in the series is good not
great, though Read it, and then give yourself a favour and read a plot summary for the rest
on wikipedia The novels are full of small and large plot fragments that are unrelated to the
main plot, are going nowhere or just make no sense whatsoever The rest of the plot is very
predictable, full of clich s and obvious recycling of King s other novels Overall, the whole
series feels like it was written for homework at writers class, only the deadline had passed
and the whole thing was thrown together in a hurry The style of writing itself is horrible, full
of slang wording and whithout the least literary quality or merit Seriously, I dont recommend
wasting your time on reading than just the first novel. I was unsure how much I liked the
Gunslinger in the first Tower Book, but was told the series got better, so stayed with it
Roland of Gilead is a crusty cowboy intent on his quest to find the Tower, and the first book
isn t as good as the others, but necessary In it, Roland sacrifices a young boy named Jake
in his quest, although Jake has died once before in an auto accident on the streets of New
York When Roland lets him die again, Jake s last words are, There are other worlds than
these That s for sure, in Roland s life people can move between worlds and realms in an
instant I m now beginning Book 5, Wolves of the Calla, so I m hooked I love Stephen King,
his imagination must be quite a place to be Book 2, The Drawing of the Three, brings Eddie
Dean, a soon to be ex heroin addict from 1980 s New York, into Roland s world Roland has
been wounded and must move into a world that has antibiotics to help him heal Eddie helps
him and is drawn into his quest, to the ocean in the west, stalked by huge monsters called
lobstrocities Odetta Holems is a black civil rights activist in the 1960 s and her unknown
other personality, Detta Walker, a foul mouthed angry woman, become one personality,
Susannah Dean Her personality disorder came from having a brick hit her head from high
above her, and being shoved in front of a moving subway train by an as yet unknown
assailant, also in New York In Book 3, The Waste Lands, Jake and Roland are having the
same dreams, of a Rose, and are reunited once again.So as Roland of Gilead called a

fated group, the four of them have become what is called a katet who are thrown together
by their ka Later, an animal called a billy bumbler named Oy is Jake s pet, there for reasons
the reader doesn t yet know Roland needs to tell the others about his past, what really
happened with his parents and the Wizard, and his first love, Susan Delgado, in Wizard and
Glass, a heartbreaking story that takes him years to finally discuss The katet must move on
now, onward to Wolves of the Calla In the Song of Susannah, she finds that she made a
huge sacrifice to bring Jake back into their ka tet, and now she has yet another personality
to contend with, along with the above mentioned consequences It seems the Rose is
pivotal, the good against the Dark Tower s evil, and the group must save the Rose, in NY,
at all costs They have bought the property it s on, and now, in the last book, the final battle
has begun What will Roland of Gilead find at the top of the Tower Will the whole ka tet live
through the experience The Black Tower s evil has kept me up until 2 or 3AM reading, so I
for one must get out of it s grip Some genuinely great moments are rendered a waste of
space as King fails to deliver on every setup The deaths of the crimson king, the spider
baby and the wizard are all uninteresting throwaway moments, as though King couldn t be
bothered Neither should you. I have read thousands of books Two have made me cry, the
first was black beauty and i was six The second was one of the dark tower series, im not
saying which one because i dont want to give anything away, but these books get you so
emotionally involved its hard not to cry at some point. An epic in the full sense of the word
Amazing, if only for spectrum King manages to combine high fantasy, western, science
fiction, romance, horror, and numerous other genres into an intricately created, well, not
world, but universe of universes that forms what can truly be called his magnum opus
Admittedly, the length of the series is daunting, and can prove to be a problem for the
reader as he or she forgets previous developments along the way But my advice is the
same as King s enjoy the journey And the ending is well, genius in itself.The only real bone
that I have to chew is that there are some loose ends, random stories and details really, that
aren t tied up entirely at the end This doesn t degrade the plot in any way whatsoever, but it
leaves the reader with a sense of unfulfillment, which actually is rather fitting in respect to
the well, you ll see.The style is, of course, King s, meaning it s equal parts scatological,
gritty, and lofty Condensing such a large work in the physical as well literary sense into a
short review is inadvisable, if not impossible Read the series, with all its ineffable glory, for
yourself. I want to go back and rate them individually, due to all the ravings about how
awful the last three books are vs the genius of the first four and there is certainly a
difference but not too much but for now I must say that this series is life changing as a
whole If you make it past the first book you will be hooked into the Tower story and will
carry on with Roland until the end, which itself serves as another place of polarizing opinion
I fall on the side that the ending was perfect,the very end anyways, the Crimson King part
not so much among all the fans The series changes the way you view the universe,
storytelling, character and even the way you speak I don t know what else you could want

out of series that crosses all genres and is vastly different from King s body of work but it
holds one thing in common, it is vastly entertaining throughout. loved this series, can t say
enough good things about it It has taken him over 20 years to write it I started with the very
first book the gunslinger in the early 80 s, not knowing it was going to be a series I don t
think Mr.King did either I liked it very much, I still had the original publication, a little
hardback book, up until a couple years ago when I lost everything I owned when the second
book came out years later, I was totally hooked, sat on pins and needles waiting all those
years for the others, as soon as they were in the bookstores, I ran out and bought a copy
sometimes the waiting in between books just about killed me If you have never read the
dark tower series I would highly recommend it They are my favorite of all stephen king s
work Anyone who knows me,surely knows I have read everything he has ever published
and by far, these are his greatest work God bless you stephen king for making every long
bus ride, airplane trip, layover, waiting time and down time i had to endure, an
exciting,enthralling moment with your books, for over half my life.
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